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The Emergence of Confinement

Dramatic events in the μsec old universe

 Chiral symmetry is broken
N ,N*

 Quarks attain masses dynamically
 Quark confinement occurs

QGP

Hadron gas phase

N*s existed abundantly 13.7 billion years ago when they were encoded in the proton’s “DNA”

With electron machines we explore these events to unravel
the mechanisms of confinement
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Light quarks become heavy
As the Universe cools down, quarks develop their
gluon cloud and acquire mass dynamically

T>1013K

DSE/QCD
Lattice QCD
quark mass (GeV)

de-confined

T<1010K
confinement
Bhagwat, M. S., et al., Phys. Rev. C 68, 015203
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Bowman, P. O., et al.,Phys. Rev. D 71, 054507

What is inside the proton/neutron?
1933: Proton’s magnetic moment

1960: Elastic e-p scattering

Nobel Prize
In Physics 1943

Nobel Prize
In Physics 1961

Otto Stern

Robert Hofstadter
"for

magnetic moment of the proton".

… and for his thereby achieved
discoveries concerning the structure of
the nucleons"

1969: Deep inelastic e-p scattering

1974: QCD Asymptotic Freedom

"for … and for his discovery of the

Nobel Prize in Physics 2004

Nobel Prize in Physics 1990
Jerome I. Friedman, Henry W. Kendall,

Richard E. Taylor

"for their pioneering investigations
concerning deep inelastic scattering of
electrons on protons …".

David J. Gross,

H. David Politzer, Frank Wilczek

"for the discovery of asymptotic freedom
in the theory of the strong interaction".
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Electromagnetic Interaction to probe Hadrons
 Spectrum search for new baryon/meson states ➪
Symmetries underlying hadronic matter

 Form factors ➪ measure charge and current (transition)
densities and map the transition from soft to hard processes

 Structure functions ➪ parton and spin densities
 Generalized Partons Distributions (GPDs) and Transverse
Momentum Dependence (TMDs) ➪ 3D imaging of the quark
content, orbital angular momentum

 Moments of Generalized Parton Distributions ➪ pressure
on quarks and mapping confinement forces
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Facilities & Equipment to Explore Hadron Structure
CB-ELSA

BGO-OD

BES IIII

GLuEx

CLAS12
FROST
Crystal Ball
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Jefferson Lab Overview
•

One of 17 U.S. Department of Energy
National Laboratories
– Single program focus on Nuclear
Physics

•

Created to build and operate the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF), world-unique user
facility for Nuclear Physics

•

Mission is to gain a deeper
understanding of the structure of matter
– Through advances in fundamental
research in nuclear physics
– Through advances in accelerator
science and technology

•

In operation since 1995

•

Managed for DOE by Jefferson
Science Associates, LLC (JSA)

Jefferson Lab by the numbers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

700 employees
169 acre site
1,600 Active Users
27 Joint faculty
608 PhDs granted to-date (211 in progress)
K-12 programs serve more than 12,000
students and 950 teachers annually
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Example - Precision data to Establish the N* spectrum
Hyperon photoproduction γp→K+Λ→K+pπ-

M. Mc Cracken et al. (CLAS), Phys. Rev. C 81, 025201, 2010
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Differential pπ0 cross section at MAMI-CB

Precision Data to Establish the N* Spectrum
Multiple nucleon resonances now confirmed;
highlighted in Particle Data Group (PDG) tables.

State
N((mass)JP

PDG
pre 2012

PDG 2018

N(1710)1/2+

***

****

N(1880)1/2+
N(2100)1/2+

*

N(1895)1/2N(1900)3/2+

***
****

**

****

N(1875)3/2-

***

N(2120)3/2-

***

N(2060)5/2-

***

Δ(2200)7/2-

**** Existence is certain
*** Existence is very likely
** Evidence of existence is fair
* Evidence of existence is poor

***

*

Obtaining an accurate account of
the full nucleon resonance
spectrum is one of the basis for
making progress in our
understanding of strong QCD as
it relates to light quark sector

***
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IMPRESSIVE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRESS IN QCD
SPIN PHYSICS IN THE LAST 30 YEARS


Inclusive spin-dependent DIS
➥CERN: EMC, SMC, COMPASS
➥SLAC: E80, E142, E143, E154, E155
➥DESY: HERMES
➥JLab: Hall A, B and C



Semi-inclusive DIS & Deep Exclusive
➥SMC, COMPASS
➥HERMES, JLab



Polarized pp collisions
➥BNL: PHENIX & STAR



Polarized e+e- collisions
➥KEK: Belle
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QCD Science Questions
How are the quarks and gluons, and their intrinsic spins distributed
in space & momentum inside the nucleon?
What is the role of orbital motion?

What are Pressure & Forces distributions??
Color confinement & its origin?
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Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs)
Last 60 years

Last 45 years
Last 20 years

Elastic form factors →
Transverse charge & current
densities F1(t), F2(t).

Deeply exclusive processes → GPD’s
and 3 D images in transverse space
and longitudinal momentum.
~ ~
4 GPDs H, E, H, E (x,ξ,t)
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DIS structure functions
→ Longitudinal parton
momentum & helicity
densities, F2(x), g1(x).
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GPDs and QCD
The Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) provide the
theoretical framework to interpret the experimental data
Breakthrough in theory of QCD (1990s): developing Deeply
Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) as a tool to characterize
the structure of the nucleon within QCD and showing how its
properties can be probed through experiments.
D. Mueller (1994), X.Ji (1996), A.Radyushkin (1996)
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Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) and GPDs
DVCS and Generalized Parton Distributions

x: average fraction of quark
longitudinal momentum

:fraction of longitudinal
momentum transfer

~ ~

H, E, H, E : Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs)

3-D Imaging conjointly in transverse impact parameter and longitudinal momentum
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Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering - Experiment

Measured both asymmetries and cross sections
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Pioneering experiments observe interference !
JLab

2001

e+p->e+pg

e-p->e-pg

AUL = asinf + bsin2f
twist-2

HERA

twist-3

First GPD analyses of HERA/CLAS/HERMES
data in LO/NLO consistent with a ~ 0.20
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DVCS UNPOLARIZED CROSS-SECTIONS
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PROBING GRAVITATIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE PROTON?
Energy-Momentum Structure Form Factors of Particles
Heinz Pagels, Phys. Rev. 144 (1966) 1250-1260

Heinz Pagels
(1939-1988)

s(r) – distribution of forces (stress)
p(r) – distribution of pressure

“Contrary to the case of electromagnetism, there is
very little hope of learning anything about the detailed
mechanical structure of a particle, because of the
extreme weakness of the gravitational interaction”
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THE GPDS - GFFS CORRESPONDENCE
Nucleon matrix element of the Energy-Momentum Tensor contains three
scalar form factors (R. Pagels, 1966) and can be written as (X. Ji, 1997):

M2(t) : Mass distribution inside the nucleon
J (t) : Angular momentum distribution
d1(t) : Forces and pressure distribution

GPDs

Graviton scattering
p
Gp => p

GFFs

p



DVCS
p

γγp => p


X. Ji, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 610 (1997)
X. Ji, Phys. Rev. D55, 7114 (1997)

p

FROM GFF TO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Relation of d1(t) to the pressure distribution given through
Bessel integral:

M. Polyakov, Phys.Lett. B555 (2003) 57

THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INSIDE THE PROTON
Repulsive pressure at
r < 0.6 fm <p> 1035 Pa
Confining pressure at
r > 0.6 fm

Nature 557 (2018) no.7705, 396-399

V. Burkert, L. Elouadrhiri, F.X. Girod

This work opens up a new area of
research on the fundamental
gravitational properties of
protons, neutrons and nuclei,
which can provide access to their
physical radii, the internal shear
forces acting on the quarks and
their pressure distributions.

Atmospheric pressure: 105 Pa
Pressure in the center of neutron stars < 1034 Pa

IN THE NEWS MAY/JUNE 2018
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MECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROTON - NEXT

What can we learn about the
confinement forces?

The proton’s mechanical radius:
where D = D(0).
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NEW TWIST ON THE PROTON SPIN PUZZLE
In LQCD, gauge invariant decomposition (X. Ji):

Jp = ½ = (½ ΔΣq + Lq) + Jg
LQCD Predictions before 2015 showed negligible values for Lq (no DI).
χQCD Collaboration, PR D91, 014505, 2015
mπ=140MeV (extrap.)

Probe the OAM in accessing GPDs
Eq and Hq in DVCS measurements.
X. Ji relation for quarks:
Lu+d+s ≈ 47%
~ 50% of the proton spin is unknown

Solving the OAM puzzle must be a priority
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3-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING QUARKS AND GLUONS
Wigner functions W(x,bT,kT)
offer unprecedented insight into confinement and chiral symmetry breaking.

W(x,bT,kT)
Momentum
space

∫d2bT

f(x,kT)

∫ d2kT

kT
xp

Coordinate
space

f(x,bT)

bT

Spin-dependent 2D coordinate space
(transverse) + 1D (longitudinal momentum)
images from exclusive scattering
 GPDs

Spin-dependent 3D momentum space
images from semi-inclusive scattering
 TMDs

Position and momentum  Orbital motion of quarks and gluons
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12 GeV CEBAF Upgrade Project is Complete, On-time and
On-Budget!

Project Completion Approved September 27, 2017
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12 GeV CEBAF Upgrade Project is Complete, On-time and
On-Budget!

Secretary of Energy Project Management Achievement Award

Project Completion Approved September 27, 2017
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12 GeV Scientific Capabilities

Hall D – exploring origin of
confinement by studying
exotic mesons

Hall B – understanding nucleon structure
via generalized parton distributions and
transverse momentum distributions
Hall C – precision determination of
valence quark properties
in nucleons and nuclei
Hall A – short range correlations,
form factors (SBS), hyper-nuclear physics,
future new experiments (e.g., SoLID and MOLLER)
30
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12 GeV Has Been Officially Dedicated by the DOE
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Keeping Jefferson Lab front and center:
DOE Secretary and Under Secretary visits
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The 2015 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Science
RECOMMENDATION I
The progress achieved under the guidance of the 2007 Long Range
Plan has reinforced U.S. world leadership in nuclear science. The
highest priority in the 2015 Plan is to capitalize on the investments
made.
•
With the imminent completion of the CEBAF 12-GeV Upgrade,
its forefront program of using electrons to unfold the quark and
gluon structure of hadrons and nuclei and to probe the Standard
Model must be realized.
 Operate 12 GeV CEBAF – highest priority
RECOMMENDATION II
We recommend the timely development and deployment of a U.S.led ton-scale neutrinoless double beta decay experiment.
RECOMMENDATION III
We recommend a high-energy high-luminosity polarized EIC as the highest priority for new facility
construction following the completion of FRIB.
 Jefferson Lab EIC (JLEIC) development
 BNL (eRHIC) development
 National Academy of Sciences report expected
RECOMMENDATION IV
We recommend increasing investment in small-scale and mid-scale projects and initiatives that enable
forefront research at universities and laboratories.
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 MOLLER (CD-0), SoLID (pre-conceptual)

THE LONGER TERM FUTURE OF QCD RESEARCH: AN ELECTRON-ION
COLLIDER
• Proton (and nuclei) and black holes are the only fully
relativistic (high enough energy density to excite the
vacuum) stable bound systems in the universe. Protons can
be studied in the laboratory.
• Protons are fundamental to the visible universe (including
us) and their properties are dominated by emergent
phenomena of the self-coupling strong force that generates
high density gluon fields:
o
o
o
o

The mass of the proton (and the visible universe)
The spin of the proton
The dynamics of quarks and gluons in nucleons and nuclei
The formation of hadrons from quarks and gluons

• The study of the high density gluon field that is at
the center of it all requires a high energy, high
luminosity, polarized Electron Ion Collider
The 2013 NSAC Subcommittee on Future Facilities
identified the physics program for an Electron-Ion Collider
as absolutely central to the nuclear science program of
the next decade.
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NAS STUDY OF THE EIC SCIENCE CASE
THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF SCIENCES, ENGINEERING, AND MEDICINE
Division on Engineering and Physical Science
Board on Physics and Astronomy
U.S.-Based Electron Ion Collider Science Assessment
Summary
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (“National
Academies”) will form a committee to carry out a thorough, independent
assessment of the scientific justification for a U.S. domestic electron ion collider
facility. In preparing its report, the committee will address the role that such a
facility would play in the future of nuclear science, considering the field broadly, but
placing emphasis on its potential scientific impact on quantum chromodynamics.
The need for such an accelerator will be addressed in the context of international
efforts in this area.

“U.S.-Based Electron Ion Collider Science Assessment” is now nearing completion.
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EIC Users Group and International Interest
EIC User Group Institutions

Formed in fall 2015, currently: 788 members
169 institutions, 29 countries
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Africa South
Oceania
2% America
1%
3%
Asia
North
18%
America
43%
Europe
33%

Summary
• Lepton scattering is a powerful tool to probe the rich
internal structure of the nucleon

• A new perspective on exclusive reaction physics opens a
new avenue to test Confinement Mechanism
• Access the partonic Energy Momentum Tensor

• Three-dimensional imaging of nucleon helps solve
remaining puzzle to the proton spin, and uncovers the rich
dynamics of QCD
• Exciting times at the beginning of the 12 GeV high
precision era has started
• Electron Ion Collider – A new QCD frontier
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@latifaelou
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